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ABSTRACT
Mixnets provide strong meta-data privacy and recent academic
research and industrial projects have made strides in making them
more secure, performant, and scalable. In this paper, we focus our
work on stratified Mixnets, a popular design with real-world adop-
tion. We identify and measure significant impacts of practical as-
pects such as: relay sampling and topology placement, network
churn, and risks due to real-world usage patterns. We show that,
due to the lack of incorporating these aspects in design decisions,
Mixnets of this type are far more susceptible to user deanonymiza-
tion than expected. In order to reason about and resolve these issues,
we model Mixnets as a three-stage “Sample-Placement-Forward”
pipeline and develop tools to analyze and evaluate design decisions.
To address the identified gaps and weaknesses we propose Bow-
Tie, a design that mitigates user deanonymization through a novel
adaption of Tor’s guard design with an engineered guard layer and
client guard-logic for stratified mixnets. We show that Bow-Tie
has significantly higher user anonymity in the dynamic setting,
where the Mixnet is used over a period of time, and is no worse in
the static setting, where the user only sends a single message. We
show the necessity of both the guard layer and client guard-logic
in tandem as well as their individual effect when incorporated into
other reference designs. We develop and implement two tools, 1) a
mixnet topology generator (Mixnet-Topology-Generator (MTG))
and 2) a path simulator and security evaluator (routesim) that takes
into account temporal dynamics and user behavior, to assist our
analysis and empirical data collection. These tools are designed to
help Mixnet designers assess the security and performance impact
of their design decisions.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Network security; Pseudonymity,
anonymity and untraceability.
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Anonymous communication network, mixnets, network construc-
tion
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1 INTRODUCTION
Since the “Five Eyes” mass surveillance disclosures by Snowden
high-lighted real-world adversaries’ pervasive and global nature, we
observe a greater community focus on strong meta-data privacy to
protect and improve communication protocols on the Internet [26].
Tor, with ≈ 8 million daily users [43], provides limited protection
against a global adversary and traffic analysis attacks [35, 47, 55].
Thus, there is a resurgent interest in mix networks (Mixnets) [8]—
once considered impractical to deploy—with many recent proposals
from academia [7, 36, 38, 39, 51, 68, 70] and industry [18] that have
strong security guarantees and improved performance at scale.

The security of many known designs, such as Vuvuzela [70],
Karaoke [39], Loopix [51], and Nym [17] rely on the anytrust as-
sumption where at least one server in the user’s path must be hon-
est. In other words, security comes from distributing trust across
many relay operators. Practical real-world designs distribute trust
and provision network resources by drawing from third-parties,
such as volunteers or for-profit participants, on which the network
applies light (e.g., Tor’s path selection IP restrictions) or no con-
straints. These third-parties can be malicious and it is critical that
the mixnet design resist their influence. In Mixnet literature, the
security analysis typically considers active attacks like traffic anal-
ysis [1], (n-1) [59], and Denial-of-Service (DoS) [5]. In addition,
users can also be deanonymised by passive adversaries whenever a
message traverses a path composed entirely of adversarial relays.

However, the literature typically takes for granted real-world
issues such as network configuration and routing, network churn,
and risk due to real-world usage patterns. In this paper, we consider
the impact of these practical concerns and investigate designs that
strengthen the anytrust assumption while minimizing performance
degradation. We present the first thorough analysis of continuous-
time stratified Mixnet designs, and the implications on the security
of typical users against realistic resource-bounded strategic ad-
versaries in the network. Our temporal analysis, where we model
an adversary cumulatively deanonymizing users over time, shows
that in the state-of-the-art reference designs close to 100% users
are expected to use a fully malicious route in about one week of
email activity over the Mixnet. Overall, the adversary is able to
deanonymize a significant portion of network traffic running a
realistic amount of bandwidth and quantity of nodes. This implies
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that the anytrust assumption is not easy to maintain in real Mixnet
deployments.
Contributions.

(1) We propose Bow-Tie, a novel practical and efficient Mixnet
design that mititgates the over-time client exposure to adversarial
mixes and strengthen the anytrust assumption. We realize it by
adapting and re-engineering the concept of guards from Tor [64]
to stratified Mixnets.

(2) We present an empirical security analysis of the stratified
Mixnet against reasonably realistic adversaries from the metrics of i)
fully-compromised traffic fraction and ii) time-to-first compromise.
We show how these results relate to a newly deployed Mix network
and how it could be significantly improved.

(3) We develop the routesim simulator, a tool that can cal-
culate a user’s expected deanonymization probability over time,
given a configured network topology and communication patterns.
routesim may be used to shed light on the security impact of vari-
ous design choices, in Bow-tie and other designs as well.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION
Mixnets are a fundamental type of anonymous communication
system, composed of a set of Mixnodes that provide sender and
sender-recipient anonymity by reordering messages in addition to
transforming them cryptographically, enabling message untrace-
ability.

Unfortunately, early Mixnets have practical disadvantages such
as high latency, poor scalability, and high-performance overhead
that hinder their real-world deployments. Recent academic re-
search [7, 36, 39, 51, 51, 68, 70] has made progress in designing
Mixnets for anonymous communications with developed scala-
bility and sustainable communication/computation overhead, or
provable security. These developments have found their way into
the industry, with the foundation of a startup company—Nym [18],
whose goal is to create a sustainable anonymous communication
network based on the Loopix continuous-time mix design [51]
through monetary incentive schemes.
Network topology. Mixnets can be arranged in many topologies.
Mesh, cascade, and stratified are some of the most common. In this
paper, we focus on the stratified topology [13] due to the evidence
that it is both as, or more, secure and performant as the other
two [19, 22]. In a stratified topology, the network is constructed
from several ‘layers’. Each Mixnode is placed in a single layer,
and each layer can only communicate with the previous and next
ones. Generally, layers are equally sized for performance reasons,
although this is not a strict requirement. At the last layer, the
messages are delivered to their intended destination (or wherever
the user’s inbox is hosted).
Path selection/routing. Messages are forwarded through a Mixnet
by going through a Mixnode in each layer. This multi-hop path
through the network provides the sender and sender-recipient
anonymity property. It is therefore critical that the route through
the network is not biased or otherwise manipulated by an adversary.
Most Mixnet designs route messages by ‘bandwidth weight’. That
is, the probability of selecting a Mixnode in layer 𝑖 + 1 is propor-
tional to the proportion of its bandwidth to the sum of all Mixnodes

bandwidths in that layer. An alternative is to route packets by choos-
ing uniformly at random. We experiment with both approaches
in this work and show that uniform selection is inadequate for
performance and can be marginally better or worse from a security
perspective, depending on the adversary resource endowment.
Continuous-time mixing. Various mixing strategies have been
proposed in the literature. Timed, threshold, pool, and continuous-
time are the main types. We focus on continuous-time mixing
in this paper since it has emerged as a good trade-off between
security and performance. In continuous-time mixing, each message
is independently delayed at each mix on its path. To offer some
level of security against timing attacks, the delay is drawn from
an exponential distribution because of its memoryless property.
Indeed, Loopix, and by extension Nym, use this mixing strategy,
providing real-world relevance.
Anytrust assumption. Many of these systems, Loopix included,
rely on the anytrust assumption: as long as there is one honest
Mixnode in a path, then the user’s message cannot be fully compro-
mised. However, we show that this assumption breaks quickly, and
for every users, as soon as one considers temporal aspects in the
Mixnet usage. Our work considers this problem when designing
Mixnet topologies, and as a consequence, significantly strengthen
how realistic this assumption is for the users.

3 THREAT MODEL
AdversaryResources. In general, the adversary has a fixed band-
width budget to operate/corrupt Mixnodes, and is able to observe
all internal states of controlled mixes and may passively observe
all network traffic. In Section 6.2.3, we additionally allow the adver-
sary the ability to corrupt honest mixes of their choice during the
operational phase of the mixnet. The adversary may locally drop,
inject, or delay network traffic, allowing node-targeting Denial-of-
Services (DoS) capabilities. An indiscriminate sustained DoS attack
on the majority (or all) of honest nodes is out of scope, as is the
global active attacker. We analyze the impact of a limited DoS attack
on our design in Section 7.3.

More abstractly, we assume the adversary has a certain fixed
amount of network resources at their disposal. In this paper we
focus on bandwidth and relays, however, financial assets, reputation,
or some other scarce resource could be swapped in, since their
function is the same; limiting the adversary’s control to only a
fraction of the paths through the network.

When deciding on its resource allocation, we allow the adver-
sary to take advantage of and influence the network configuration
and/or path selection algorithms to maximize the probability of
their presence on user paths. These adversarial choices are not
observable.
Adversary Goals. The adversary’s goal is to maximize end-to-
end compromised path rates by stealthily causing the mixnet con-
figuration step to optimally place the malicious mixes into the
mixnet layers in a way that maximizes their ability to passively
deanonymise users.

4 BOW-TIE DESIGN
We propose a new design, Bow-Tie, a three-step pipeline (Figure 1)
to configure and use the stratified Mixnet. In Bow-Tie, we discretize
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Figure 1: Three-steps basic pipeline when configuring Bow-
Tie.

time into periodic epochs, where the network can be reconfigured
and clients updated with the latest topology, such that the offline
nodes are replaced with active ones considering network churn
and the network throughput is maintained in a timely manner.
Furthermore, to reflect real-world resource availability, Mixnode
bandwidth are heterogeneous and the Mixnet is tunable in order to
adjust the network size to suit the volume of incoming traffic. Note
that bandwidth is self-announced by the mixnodes. We assume
an honest-but-curious Configuration Server (CS) that periodically
(re)configures the network, ensuring node sampling and placement
is correct. It is common for anonymous communication systems to
depend on a trusted party for efficiency reasons, such as Directory
Authorities (DA) in Tor. Note that a malicious CS might collude with
the adversary and enable malicious Mixnodes to be sampled and
placed in the network. However, we believe that it is a reasonable
assumption in practice because even with the collusion, the CS’s
deviations from honest behavior will eventually be detected by all
participants over time, since the probability distribution of node
selection will deviate from expectation. We aim to remove the
honest-but-curious CS assumption as future work.

4.1 Bow-Tie Characteristics
Bow-Tie builds Mixnet topologies around the following important
criteria.
Mitigating Client Enumeration. In general, users will fall vic-
tim to full path compromise the more (or longer) they use the system.
Eventually, all users will have at least one of their messages tra-
verse a fully compromised path (see Section 6). This problem is also
referred to as client enumeration, where the adversary observes
at least one message from every single user of the system. One
successful strategy is to limit the exposure of clients to all nodes in
the network by restricting the paths clients select. Tor realizes this
strategy with its Guard Design, which has undergone several re-
finements since its initial proposal [42, 53, 56, 72]—that (1) Ensures
quality of service, and (2) Limits the size of the set of guards1 the
client is exposed to. Bow-tie introduces a novel guard design that
uses restricted topologies and client-side logic specifically targeting
mixnet integration. The design is supported by empirical results (in
Section 6).

1Relays in the guard layer.

Unlike Tor, where guards must be placed in the first layer, in
Mixnets we have more freedom to choose in which layer to place
guards. For a client building routes of length 𝐿 within a Mixnet,
there is a subtle Performance-Security trade-off in choosing either
the first node as the guard (more performance) versus choosing
one of the middle positions (more secure in specific settings). Bow-
Tie adopts guards in the middle position, and the security metrics
we explore in Section 6 are independent of the position choice.
Appendix A covers a discussion shedding light on the subtleties.
Accommodating Network Churn. Another fundamental issue
in real-world mixnet deployments is Network churn, which is a
typical and natural phenomenon in volunteer-resourced networks.
One of its effects is to increase the clients’ exposure to potentially
malicious guards [24]. Similar to Tor, the client is required to prefer
using an older guard—until they go offline—before touching a new
guard. Thus, the more unstable the guards are, the more guards a
client will touch, which implies a higher risk of choosing a malicious
guard. Therefore, putting the most stable Mixnodes into the guard
layer ensures that the guard list of each client grows at a slower
pace.
Good Performance & Low Cost Bow-Tie also considers the
performance of generated network topologies. In the stratified
Mixnet, the transmission bottleneck comes from a layer with the
minimum bandwidth. To mitigate this, we model the placement of
Mixnodes into a Bin-packing problem, which improves the network
performance by constraining that the total bandwidth of each layer
is approximately equal. The results show that Bow-Tie strikes a
good balance between anonymity and performance (in Section 6.2.4)
and runs in an efficient manner.

4.2 Bow-Tie Detail Description
Steps to create and maintain a Bow-Tie Mixnet are depicted in
Figure 2 and detailed next.

4.2.1 Mixnet Initialization. The bandwidth of the candidate pool,
𝑃𝑏𝑤 , is the sum of all the available relays’ bandwidths. A predeter-
mined sampling fraction, ℎ, of 𝑃𝑏𝑤 is the total bandwidth of the
active pool from which the generated Mixnet is populated. Each
layer accounts for 1

𝑙
× ℎ of 𝑃𝑏𝑤 in a l-layer Mixnet. We consider

the case 𝑙 = 3.
(1) Initialize the Guard Layer. The CS initializes the guard layer

in the first epoch, 𝑖 = 0, by sampling a total of 1
3ℎ × 𝑃𝑏𝑤 weighted

by bandwidth from the candidate pool. The rational is to ensure
that the guard layer has 1

3 of the overall active network bandwidth
with the remaining to be distributed evenly across the remaining
2, i.e. 𝑙 − 1, layers. The guard layer is initialized before the other
layers to ensure a high likelihood of fast and fewer mixnodes to be
the guards.

(2) Initialize the Guard Set. The guard set 𝐺 consists of three
subsets: Active Guard (AG), Backup Guard (BG), and Down Guard
(DG). All nodes in the initialized guard layer are elements of 𝐴𝐺 .
The CS then samples an additional tolerance fraction 𝜏2 from the
candidate pool by bandwidth as 𝐵𝐺 . 𝐷𝐺 is empty at this stage.
The rational behind these sets is to minimize client exposure by
remembering which nodes were used as guards, even if they go

2The value of 𝜏 is defined as 𝜏 = 𝑐 × churn rate. In this paper, we set 𝑐 = 1.
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Figure 2: High-level overview of Bow-Tie for Mixnet initialization andmessage routing. Green rectangles indicate that malicious
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Figure 3: Guard Set composition and interactions.

offline for a period. That is, clients can revert to a previously used
but offline guard whenever it appears online again.

(3) Initialize non-Guard Layers. Next, the CS uniformly samples
a total of 2

3ℎ × 𝑃𝑏𝑤 Mixnodes from the candidate pool and places
them using a bin-packing approach with the constraint that each
layer has a similar amount of bandwidth. We convert the placement
problem to one-dimensional bin packing problem (1BPP) [57], where
the objective is to pack all items into a minimum number of bins
while the total size of any bin is not larger than the given capacity 𝑐 .
Thus the capacity is set to be slightly larger (𝜖 in Algorithm 1) than
the 1

3ℎ × 𝑃𝑏𝑤 bandwidth for each layer as it is difficult to aggregate
several indivisible entities to a precise cumulated bandwidth value.

4.2.2 Mixnet Maintenance. Clients need to learn about new Mixn-
odes, and offline Mixnodes need to be be removed from the active
pool. Moreover, specific maintenance for the guard layer is required
at each epoch based on the bandwidth and stability of mixnodes. Fi-
nally, to ensure all mixnodes in the candidate pool may contribute,
at the end of each epoch, a new placement step is executed for
non-guards layers.

(1) Stability Tracking. To track the stability of each Mixnode, we
use the metrics Weighted Mean Time Between Failure (WMTBF) as
also used by Tor [65]. Briefly, online/offline states are represented
by 1/−1 respectively in a discretized time interval. The weights of
these values are adjusted in proportion to their age from the current
epoch. The rational is to discount epochs’ values in proportion to
their age such that very old epoch values would not significantly
influence the WMTBF result.

(2) Guard Set Maintenance. For subsequent epochs 𝑖 > 0, the
CS checks online/offline status of all nodes in 𝐺 and updates their
stability information. Offline nodes within 𝐴𝐺 and 𝐵𝐺 are moved
to 𝐷𝐺 the rest remain where they were.

In addition, CS checks if the bandwidth of 𝐴𝐺 ∪ 𝐵𝐺 is within
the minimum threshold 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 and maximum threshold 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ . In the
case it is greater than𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ , nodes in 𝐵𝐺 that have never have been
selected into the guard layer are dropped according to the ascending
order of bandwidth×stability3. This continues until the bandwidth
is ≤ 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ or all eligible nodes in 𝐵𝐺 have been evicted. In the
case of bandwidth being lower than 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤 , the CS introduces fresh
nodes from the remaining candidate pool by bandwidth×stability
to 𝐵𝐺 . Note that the CS tracks the online/offline status of each
node and obtains their stability values; this scheme is detailed later.
By introducing new guard nodes or dropping unstable and slow
ones, the CS maintains the whole guard set with high stability
and sufficient capacity (Figure 3). Please refer to Algorithm 2 in
Appendix E.

(3) Guard Layer Maintenance. Once the 𝐺 set is updated, the
new 𝐴𝐺 set is generated by inheriting online guards from the old
𝐴𝐺 and guards back online from the previous epoch’s 𝐷𝐺 set. To
minimize the number of guards users are exposed to, the CS records
the number of epochs of active operation as 𝑡𝐴𝐺 , for all Mixnodes
in𝐺 , and selects the most stable ones based on their WMTBF value.
If 𝐴𝐺 still does not meet the minimum bandwidth threshold, the
CS samples some nodes from 𝐵𝐺 by bandwidth×stability to 𝐴𝐺 . In
the end, all nodes in 𝐴𝐺 are placed into the guard layer.

(4) Non-guard layers Maintenance. The non-guard layers are re-
freshed through the same procedure as initialization. Please refer
to Section 4.2.1.

4.2.3 Mixnet Routing. Once the network has been constructed, the
Mixnet is ready for use.

(1) Client-side guard logic. When a user first uses the Mixnet
they sample a defined number of Mixnodes, proportional to their
bandwidth, belonging to the guard layer and adds these to their
guard list. The user’s guard list will grow over time. To limit its
growth and reduce the user’s exposure to malicious Mixnodes in the
guard layer, the user’s client only adds a new guard if all existing
guards in the list are offline. Whenever a new path is required,

3The stability values of nodes are evaluated by WMTBF and normalized to 0 − 1 scale.
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the client tries to reuse guards from oldest to most recent ((4) in
Figure 2).

(2) Path selection. With an online guard chosen, the user selects
Mixnodes in the first and last layer weighted by bandwidth and
sends the message through this fresh route ((5) in Figure 2). Bow-Tie
uses Bandwidth-weighted path selection since it has better perfor-
mance and security than the alternative, random path selection,
which does not help in protecting clients and incurs a significant
performance cost (for details refer to Appendix C).

4.3 Bandwidth Discussion
In our design, we use bandwidth as the sampling criterion since it is
well established in the literature and in real-world deployments [65].
However, other attributes can also be used [30, 31, 34]. As for how
the bandwidths of the nodes are determined, the simplest way
would be for the nodes to advertise their bandwidth, however in
such case, adversarial nodes could advertise false information. There
exist previously proposed bandwidth measurement systems [2, 32,
33, 62, 67] that have improved the security, accuracy, and efficiency
of estimating capacity in Tor network. A similar approach may be
adopted here, however the exact solution to this problem is out of
the scope for this present paper.

5 METHODOLOGY
We now describe the security metrics, reference algorithms, and
adversary model used in our evaluation. Since we consider a realis-
tically constrained and strategic adversary, we identify the optimal
adversarial resource allocation strategy that will be employed in
our evaluations.

5.1 Security Metrics
We wish to evaluate how well a mixnet design is able to resist
compromised mixes (as defined in Section 3). We use the following
metrics:

(1) Time to first compromise: The expected time it takes until a
user has their first message traverse a fully compromised path. This
is a dynamic metric since it is affected by usage patterns and is
useful to reason about user behavior.

(2) Compromised fraction of paths: The expected fraction of total
paths in the network topology that are fully compromised (i.e.
composed entirely of the adversarial relays). This is a static metric
since it is not affected by usage patterns.

(3) Guessing entropy: We also consider an active external adver-
sary for the scenario where she targets a specific message sent
from a particular user. We wonder how many Mixnodes on av-
erage she needs to strategically compromise until she can fully
observe the complete route of this message, and this metric is called
guessing entropy [45, 54]. In particular, this metric can be inter-
preted as a worst-case adversarial resource endowment to guarantee
deanonymizing a given single-message target.

These measures are not only helpful for the mixnet designer
or operator but also meaningful for users wishing to know “How
secure am I if I use the system?”

5.2 Reference Algorithms
We will empirically evaluate our Mixnet construction algorithm
on a statistically significant number of generated topologies, and
compare Bow-Tie to three reference construction methods: BwRand,
RandRand, RandBP, described as follows.

(1) BwRand: the CS samples Mixnodes from the active pool with
the probability proportional to their bandwidth and places these
Mixnodes into random layers with uniform probability. This is
a good proxy for the Nym Mixnet design. Indeed, Nym expects
to sample nodes based on their stake value, which is expected to
correlate with bandwidth in their reward system (i.e., staking to
nodes proportional to their true bandwidth maximizes the profit).

(2) RandRand: CS samples the active pool uniformly at random
and places the Mixnodes into a layer uniformly at random.

(3) RandBP : CS samples the active pool uniformly at random and
assigns Mixnodes into each layer with the Bin-packing placement
algorithm.

5.3 Adversary Modeling
In our simulation, we consider one adversary who wants to deanonymize
messages by optimizing the use of Mixnodes and bandwidth re-
sources. We model the adversary bounded by two elements: the
number of Mixnodes available to the adversary 𝑚, and the band-
width available for each node 𝑏𝑚

𝑖
, 𝑖 ∈ [1,𝑚]. An adversary is as-

sumed to control a certain fraction 𝛼 of the total bandwidth re-
sources, with a resource budget 𝐵𝑚 such that any combination of
𝑚 and 𝑏𝑚

𝑖
that meets the constraint 𝐵𝑚 ≥

∑𝑚
𝑖=1 𝑏

𝑚
𝑖

can be applied.
In our simulation, a candidate mix pool consists of 1000 benign
nodes and𝑚 malicious nodes. The total bandwidth of candidate pool
is 𝑃𝑏𝑤 ≈ 11400 MBps including 2280 MBps malicious bandwidth
(𝛼 = 20%) such that honest Mixnodes are the majority.

5.4 Adversary Resource Allocation
The adversary must determine how best to allocate his bandwidth to
maximize the compromised fraction of paths. Since the same Mixn-
ode cannot be chosen twice, he must run at least 3 Mixnodes for a
3-layer Mixnet. The crucial insight here is that the adversary has
knowledge of what algorithm is being run to establish topologies
and can distribute its total budget as a particular number of nodes
and bandwidth that would maximize its chances. That is, having a
similar presence in each layer would maximize deanonymization,
and the adversary needs to determine its resource endowment to
achieve it.

To answer this adversarial question and thoroughly model the ad-
versary, we ran numerous experiments using the mixnets topology
generator (Section 6.1.1) to empirically investigate how topolog-
ical construction algorithms shape the network. We statistically
derive, over 200 K runs with ℎ = 0.75, the probability of Mixnodes’
placement into different layers. Each Mixnode will either go to one
layer of the Mixnet or remain in the candidate pool.

The results are displayed in Figure 4, from which we can infer
appropriate allocation strategies for the adversary. We can see
(Figure 4a) that BwRand’s clear preference for bandwidth is in
favour of big Mixnodes (especially with bandwidth no less than
70 MBps), which will be assigned into three layers evenly. Figure 4c
show that there is a 25% chance that each Mixnode will be placed
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Figure 4: Expected probability to fall in Layer 𝑖 depending on the Mix capacity, with sampling threshold ℎ = 0.75. Pool is the
expected probability to stay within the candidate pool and not participate.

into one of four positions with RandRand or RandBP. Bow-Tie
(Figure 4d) shows a different position distribution, where Mixnodes
with bandwidth in between 20 − 30 MBps has the same chance of
being placed into any layers. Thus allocating malicious bandwidth
resources evenly across a number of nodes makes sense for the
adversary.

When generating Mixnet topologies according to different con-
struction designs, we consider an adversary who has individual
resource allocation strategy respectively. An adversary will gen-
erate the following malicious Mixnodes: nodes with 71.25 MBps
against BwRand, nodes with 11.75 MBps against RandRand and
RandBP, and nodes with 20.72 MBps against Bow-Tie. Note that we
also test the compromised fraction of paths with varied capacity
(ranging from 1 MBps to 150 MBps4) of equal-size malicious nodes
and the results supports our choices of best allocation strategy
(please refer to the Appendix D).

6 EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF BOW-TIE
We now evaluate the security of the Mixnets with respect to the
metrics and adversaries in Section 5. To do so, we develop two tools5:
mixnets topology generator (MTG) to produce the reference
and Bow-Tie topologies and routesim to evaluate the topologies
on their expected security metrics of typical dynamic email-like
usage. We conclude by investigating the necessity of Bow-Tie’s
guard layer and client-side guard-logic.

6.1 Tools
6.1.1 MTG. We implemented a scalable Mixnet topology generator
incorporating the four mixnet construction algorithms in Python.
We use Gurobi optimizer [29] to solve the linear bin-packing opti-
mization problem [57]. The bandwidths of Mixnodes are generated
by fitting to the bandwidth distribution of Tor relays from its histor-
ical data [52]. We use an R package [16] to fit the bandwidth data
captured from Tor consensus documents and server descriptors
from January 2021 to March 2021. Among three common right-
skewed distributions [12] we choose the gamma distribution as the
best-fitted via maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) method.

4Allocating too much bandwidth to one node is not realistic due to the CPU cost of
the public-key encryption within each Mixnet packet, so we set the upper bound of
malicious mix to 150 MBps.
5Both are open sourced at https://github.com/sus0pid/BowTie-Artifacts

6.1.2 Routesim. To enable our evaluation of time to first com-
promise metric based on realistic Mixnets usage, we implement
routesim to support the dynamic, multi-message user scenario,
aiming at estimating user’s resilience against client enumeration.
routesim applies a Monte Carlo method to sample a user’s usage
distribution and simulate the user’s expected anonymity impact. For
each sample simulation, it takes the message timings and sizes fol-
lowing a communication pattern provided by the user, the Mixnet’s
topology generated by MTG for each epoch, and two families of mix-
ing protocol interactions (recipient-anonymous and non recipient-
anonymous, described in Section 7.1) as the input, and outputs the
trace of all messages that are produced and transmitted through the
network. routesim is written in Rust, scales with the number logi-
cal processors, has a low-memory footprint and is designed to be
easily extensible for new client models and probabilistic events to
capture. It can simulate statistically relevant durations (e.g. months)
of a given client behavior in a few minutes on a regular laptop, i.e.
it is usable on low budgets.

6.2 Analysis
6.2.1 Time to First Compromise. We assume a simple client that
sends one message through the Mixnet every 5 to 15 minutes at
random within this interval and we model 10, 000 such clients. We
use routesim to conduct simulations and obtain the distribution
of time to first compromised message. The network churn rate be-
tween each epoch is 3% for each simulation. The epoch value is set
to 1 hour; i.e., at each epoch, the network topology is refreshed
according to the topology sampling and placement algorithms intro-
duced in Section 4. The choice of one hour copies Tor’s consensus
document renewal.

Results. Figure 5 shows the CDF for the event that a user’s
message first traverses over a fully compromised path. For the
reference designs, the client is expected to use a fully compromised
route extremely fast since each message has the potential to go over
any of the potential routes and the users will expose themselves to
many Mixnodes, including adversarial ones. We can see (Figure 5a)
that with all three reference designs there is more than 80% chance
of deanonymization of at least one message within 2 days by an
adversarial Mixnode and the median time to full compromise is
less than 0.7 days. By looking at the distribution of messages sent (
Figure 5b) for the reference designs, the median number of messages
sent (for the “simple” client model) before compromise is 100. In

https://github.com/sus0pid/BowTie-Artifacts
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Figure 5: Empirical distribution of howmuch time/howmany
messages before a user’s message traverses over a fully com-
promised path since first usage. We model a user sending
one message every 5 to 15 minutes at random.

contrast, Bow-Tie enjoys a significantly longer time and higher
number of messages sent until first compromise.

6.2.2 Compromised Fraction of Paths. We now evaluate how many
network paths the adversary may control by considering the frac-
tion of compromised paths metric. Recall that a path or route within
Mixnets is compromised if the entire route is composed by mali-
cious Mixnodes. Thus, we set the compromised fraction of paths 𝐹𝑏
in a stratified 𝑙-layer Mixnet using bandwidth-weighted message
forwarding as

𝐹𝑏 =

𝑙∏
𝑖=1

Amount of Malicious Bandwidth in Layer 𝑖
Amount of Bandwidth in Layer 𝑖 . (1)
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Figure 6: Empirical distribution on compromised fraction of
paths and empirical average compromised fraction.

We empirically evaluate this metric, statistically derived over
1000 runs, with simulations that construct Mixnets using Bow-Tie
and reference algorithms. Adversarial bandwidth is set to 20% of
the total network bandwidth.

Results. Figure 6a shows that, when ℎ = 0.75, there is more than
a 99% chance of compromising less than 1% paths using Bow-Tie,
and the Rand- reference algorithms. In contrast, in BwRand the
adversary can compromise upto 2% paths. This is because selecting
all nodes by bandwidth in BwRand gives the adversary that intelli-
gently allocates bandwidth an advantage. This is not so effective
against Bow-tie since the non-guard layers use random placement.
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Figure 7: (a) Guessing Entropy: expected number ofMixnodes
the adversary had to compromise to trace a target message.
(b) Expected queuing delay, with message arriving rate Λ for
the Mixnet.

Figure 6b shows the worst-case expected compromise rates,
where all malicious relays are selected for use under all the val-
ues of ℎ considered. We see that Bow-Tie, RandRand, and RandBP
have generally low compromise rates across all sampling fractions
ℎ, with Bow-Tie slightly higher (less than 0.05%) when ℎ < 0.6.
This is due to the fact that the guard layer is bandwidth weighted,
however, the non-guard layers minimize an intelligent adversary’s
optimal allocation strategy. In contrast, as ℎ decreases BwRand’s
compromise rates increase, with 10.9% of paths compromised when
ℎ = 0.35. The compromise rates are generally converging towards a
lower value (around 0.08%) as ℎ increases for all algorithms, which
is expected since more honest nodes will enter the active pool and
the fraction of adversarial relays will decrease.

This raises an interesting question about how to derive and adjust
the parameter of sampling fraction ℎ. The appropriate ℎ should
be able to handle all of the incoming traffic without overloading
the majority of Mixnodes, and should limit the number of paths
in the network to avoid very thin traffic from the perspective of
entropy [28]. Thus,ℎ should be set as a minimum value that satisfies
the throughput requirement, based on historical data or reasonable
predictions. We leave as future work the case when the volume of
incoming traffic changes suddenly within an epoch.

6.2.3 Guessing Entropy. We model the deanonymization of a given
message as a guess and let G represent the total number of guesses
for success (i.e. deanonymizing the target message). E(G) is com-
puted by selecting the nodes in descending order of the marginal
probability 𝑝𝑖 that the adversary can deanonymize the targeted
message when cumulatively compromising the 𝑖𝑡ℎ node. Thus, the
guessing entropy can be calculated by:

E(G) =
∑︁

𝑖∈ |𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 |
𝑖 · 𝑝𝑖 , (2)

where |𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 | represents the number of Mixnodes in the active
pool.

Results. Figure 7a shows the cumulative guessing entropy value
obtained from 1000 trials of each topological construction algo-
rithm, for a network containing ≈ 1000 nodes. We can see that the
median number of Mixnodes required to compromise by an adver-
sary for BwRand is around 250, while for other three algorithms,
the median is increased to less than 320. While Bow-Tie is edged
out by RandRand, and RandBP, it is significantly more secure in
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the dynamic setting (above) and with better performance, as we
shall see next.

6.2.4 Performance Evaluation. We measure the expected queuing
delay (i.e., expected message queuing time) based on the topologies
generated by the MTG with ℎ = 0.75, 𝛼 = 0.2. The expected queuing
delay is calculated by using a 𝑀/𝐷/1 queue model [48]. The input
messages of the whole mix network can be treated as a Poisson
process with rate Λ. The message queuing time for each node is
inversely proportional to its capacity, e.g., for a Mixnode with 𝑏𝑖
bandwidth, the average processing time for it is 𝑢𝑖 = 1/𝑏𝑖 . 6

In bandwidth-weighted path selection, using 𝑈 to represent the
total bandwidth of the current layer, the expected queuing time of
this layer is:

𝑇𝑏 =

𝑘∑︁
𝑖=1

2 − Λ
𝑈

2(𝑈 − Λ) = 𝑘
2 − Λ

𝑈

2(𝑈 − Λ) . (3)

Results. Figure 7b shows the expected delay due to queuing for a
message going through the Mixnet. Indeed, algorithms that sample
using bandwidth (i.e., BwRand and Bow-Tie) achieve relatively
low processing delay and outperform random sampling schemes.
Compared to BwRand, Bow-Tie sacrifices less than 0.05 seconds
of queuing delay for a comparatively higher security level (see
Figures 5 and 6a).

Note that Bow-Tie topologies are also fast to generate: a sub-
second cost to both generate the Guard layer and to apply the bin
packing optimization to the other layers.

6.2.5 Recap. Our empirical results in this section confirm that the
construction and routing of a Mixnet is characterised by a security
and performance trade-off. Taken together, the results for these
metrics show that Bow-Tie provides a high level of protection for
users’ anonymity in a dynamic and realistic setting with a relatively
small sacrifice in performance.

6.3 Necessity of Both Client Guard Logic and
Guard Layers

6.3.1 Turn off Client Guard-logic for Bow-Tie? A natural question
is does the guard layer by itself (i.e. where the client does not
maintain a guard list) provide a high level of protection. To answer
this question we turn off the clients’ guard list maintenance logic
while they use the network, but keep Bow-Tie’s other aspects the
same (i.e. Bow-Tie still produces a guard layer).

As we observe in Figure 8a, a guard layer by itself has reduced
security at a comparable level to those schemes without guard
layers (i.e. RandRand, RandBP, and BwRand), although Bow-Tie
is still slightly better. Nevertheless, the client is expected to use a
fully compromised route extremely fast since each message is sent
at random (bandwidth-weighted here), and the users will expose
themselves to many Mixnodes. This implies that users should not
explore all potential routes, which is the exact effect of the client
guard-logic.

6We focus on bandwidth-weighted path selection since it performs an order of magni-
tude better than random path selection. The interested reader can refer to Appendix C
for the random path selection performance results.
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Figure 8: Comparison between reference algorithms andBow-
Tie without/with client side guard logic.

6.3.2 Turn on Client Guard-logic for Reference Methods? We now
turn on the client guard-list logic for all designs, Bow-Tie and the
references, since the client component is fundamentally indepen-
dent of the layer construction algorithm. For the reference designs
the client will select initial and replacement relays from the middle
layer using the client guard-list logic. This will allow us to gauge
the effect of the client guard-list on designs without an engineered
guard layer. Figure 8b shows the results of this comparison. Note
that the results we provide here are independent of the Guard’s
position in users’ routes. We see that all the reference designs im-
prove with client guard-logic enabled. However, it is clear that
Bow-Tie enjoys a significantly higher time to first compromise met-
ric than the reference designs with client guard-list logic enabled.
This means that the guard layer provides an added benefit that the
client guard-list by itself does not provide, providing at least a 30%
improvement over the most similar reference design RandBP.

This confirms the necessity of both Bow-Tie’s guard layer and
client guard-logic that combined reduce clients’ guard exposure
more effectively than they each could alone.

7 INFLUENCE OF PROTOCOLS AND USER
BEHAVIOR

In general, user anonymity is significantly impacted by aspects that
we organize into three broad and independent families: topological
design choices, Mixnet protocol designs, and user behavior.

Our discussions and analysis so far concerned topological design
choices, which refer to engineering aspects of the network itself
(such as our guard design) to maximize users’ expected anonymity.
Other designs such as Atom [36] or XRD [38] add strong topo-
logical constrains making the anytrust assumption realistic and
trustworthy7, but at the price of severe performance impact limit-
ing potential network use-cases and wide adoption. It is up to the
user, and or application designer what trade-off is appropriate for
their use-case.

So far we have not considered the impact of protocol integration
or client usage, which, if done carelessly, may nullify the benefits of
Bow-Tie’s topological design choices. For example, BiTorrent [44]
exchanges IP information with a tracker required by its application-
level protocol. For this reason, tunneling BiTorrent inside an anony-
mous network does not provide anonymity protection, yet this user
7Due to their fundamentally different designs (i.e. round-based and dependance on
heavy cryptographic primitives) it is not apt to compare their anonymity or perfor-
mance to Bow-Tie.
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Figure 9: Influences of protocol interaction and individual
behaviours.

activity is observed in Tor [21]. In the same vein, for Mixnets we
cannot tunnel many existing protocols as-is because it may sim-
ilarly also nullify the Mixnet’s protection. For example, in email,
SMTP and IMAP servers contain many pieces of meta-information
that can link users to their activity, and even the plaintext if the user
does not manually set-up end-to-end encryption (which requires
advanced understanding of threats, email, and technology). It is also
the case for secure messaging applications, such as Signal, which
leverage a central server to enable confidential communications
(while exposing the users’ social graph to the central server). To
mitigate these threats, the Mixnet protocol suite has to offer the
means [69] to perform asynchronous messaging, which applications
could then use to build secure and private protocols.

Similarly, user behavior also has a significant impact. For users
sending a single message in the network, we can evaluate the user’s
anonymity via entropic considerations. Different entropy measures
may capture different criteria [48, 63] and lead to different interpre-
tation of the user’s anonymity.

We now bring these aspects into our investigation to round out
our evaluation of Bow-Tie.

7.1 Influence of Protocol Designs
We now consider the impact of a recipient anonymity property over
the Mixnet protocol design. Recipient anonymity may be needed
to improve users anonymity in some context, and unnecessary in
others. For example, uploading a file to a public-facing server would
not be recipient-anonymous. Exchanging messages asynchronously
with a peer at a private address would be recipient-anonymous. To
obtain recipient-anonymity, we assume the existence of a private
and secure Naming scheme and rendezvous protocol (also called
“dialing”) defined by the Mix network [39, 64, 68, 70].

There is a rich history of anonymous networks that claim strong
anonymity [4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 18, 27, 36, 37, 39, 40, 51, 61, 68, 70, 71].
Thoroughly studying and comparing the influence of those various
designs is out of scope of this paper. However, we can explore how
simple design choices can lead to significant recipient anonymity
improvements for continuous-time Mix networks.

Loopix [51] and the Nym Network [18] based on the Loopix de-
sign do not offer recipient anonymity for asynchronous messages
between clients. Other designs such as Tor [64], Vuvuzela [70],
Stadium [68] and Karaoke [39] do offer it thorough a rendezvous
protocol (also called “dialing”) to asynchronously connect peers

both seeking to communicate together anonymously. routesim can
model the two approaches and evaluate the benefit of rendezvous-
based protocols, with respect to users’ activity and the path length.
The user model is based on a real-world Email sending patterns
built from a dataset of University staff members. The dataset was
built from meta-info contained within the sendmail logs from the
university SMTP server over a period of two months with the send-
ing habits of hundreds IT staff members from the authors’ faculty. 8

The network churn rate between each epoch is 3% and the number
of hops to destination or rendezvous is 3. Figure 9a shows an evalu-
ation of a typical Email sending pattern derived from the dataset.
We see that designs with rendez-vous protocol have better security
and in combination with Bow-Tie are significantly more secure.
Given those results, existing deployments, such as Nym, may find
valuable to incorporate recipient anonymity. However, there is a
cost to obtaining recipient anonymity this way; it doubles the band-
width consumption for asynchronous messaging, and requires the
establishment of an out-of-bound solution to propagate address-
ing information. Many different approaches have been detailed in
the literature [40, 66, 70]. Privately accessing and retrieving the
mailbox contents [25] is also a potential approach to gain recipient
anonymity, yet would limit the size of the anonymity set to the
number of mailboxes stored on a given mixnode and be significantly
more CPU costly.

7.2 Evaluating Individual Risks
Our earlier analysis considered a simple client. We now consider
and evaluate complex personal usage behaviors. We built several
datasets containing typical weekly behavior from years of our own
email communication patterns and fed them into routesim. Know-
ing how we behave in a typical period of one week, routesim
plays a sequence of events (i.e. sending emails)—that statistically
matches our recorded behavior—indefinitely through time. Note
that routesim could also simulate other usage patterns, provided a
dataset is available.

In routesim, many configuration options are possible. For this
experiment, we assume each user has a set of ten contacts, use
the Bow-Tie topology with a 3% Mixnode churn rate and an epoch
of 1 day, set the route length of the Mix network is three, and
assume that the Mix network exposes a protocol suite for asynchro-
nous messaging offering anonymity for both communicants (i.e.
a naming scheme and a rendezvous protocol). The Mix network
carries the same quantity of data as was typically contained in the
authors’ sending email patterns, rounded up to a product of the
Mixnet message payload length (2048 bytes). Essentially, a sender
sends the (end-to-end encrypted) message to the recipient’s Mail-
box located within one of the Mixnodes. The recipient anonymously
retrieves the Mailbox contents on demand. The protocol to check
and retrieve the encrypted content is assumed to be derived from
a PIR protocol [9] to avoid leaking which Mailbox is queried to
the Mixnode. In routesim, we assume (it is configurable) that a
user’s Mailbox changes its location at each epoch (i.e., handled by
a different Mixnode selected at random in the first 𝑁 − 1 layers).
We advise Mixnet developers to never store any encrypted content

8See Appendix B for ethics details.
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on a Mixnode that can exit to the clearnet, hence to never store
Mailboxes on a Mixnode that can be placed in the 𝑁𝑡ℎ layer.

Figure 9b shows the time to compromise the first pair9 of com-
municants with email-like communication patterns. The simulated
users AuthorX and AuthorY have a different email-like communica-
tion pattern in terms of frequency leading to a significant difference
in the time to first compromise. In this simulation, users change
their mailbox location every day, meaning that all emails sent the
same day to the same contact are all guaranteed to be exposed to
the same Mailbox. Therefore, with this design choice, the more the
user’s emails are sparsely sent in time, the more likely they are
exposed to different contact’s Mailboxes. Different design choices
would lead to different results. For example, users could decide to
change their Mailbox location not on a day-by-day basis, but rather
dependent on the number of email messages which they fetched.
Eventually such design choice needs to be enforced by the Mixnet
developers, and can be evaluated with routesim.

In the same vein, given an established design such as Bow-Tie,
end users such as journalists or whistleblowers can use routesim
to evaluate their chance of being deanonymized assuming a realistic
mix adversary. Results obtained may help them evaluating whether
the risks are worth their information.

7.3 DoS Attack Discussion
We discuss the potential effects of targeted DoS attacks on our
Bow-Tie design. Broadly, it is reasonable to assume the mixnode/CS
hosting provider will try to mitigate (sustained) DoS attacks against
its customers, e.g., Cloudflare [10] provides consumer-grade DoS
attacks resistance. Furthermore, mixes are assumed to be operated
by non-colluding and geographically diverse parties, which raises
the bar on the attack. That said, we acknowledge that a user can be
forced to pick a new (potentially malicious) guard if their current
honest guard is forced offline, but will revert back when the honest
guard comes back online.

The best theoretical adversarial strategy against Bow-Tie to opti-
mize the likelihood to deanonymize users depends mostly on the
target behaviour. If the target is ephemeral (e.g., would only send
a few messages), then the adversary requires to DoS evenly on all
layers to optimize the fraction of compromised paths. If the target
is not ephemeral, then controlling a large fraction of the guards,
applying DoS attacks on honest guards and keeping them offline
would force new potentially adversarial guards on clients using
them. This strategy would increase usage of the adversarial guards,
and usage of adversarial resources in the guard set. This strategy
is not optimal in a static setting (i.e., at a given time), but should
increase the likelyhood to observe all non-ephemeral users quickly
through time. A subtlety of Bow-Tie is that the adversary has to
maintain the DoS on all previous forcefully-evicted guards even
though new adversarial nodes get inserted in the guard set, or users
will revert back to their older honest guard.

The key takeaway is that in continuous-time mixnets (indepen-
dent of Bow-Tie ) the adversary’s strength grows with the size of the
DoS attack and under large attacks there cannot be an expectation
for high anonymity. As a general mitigation network maintainers
need to be vigilant in detecting DoS attacks. Bow-Tie ’s client guard

9The authors are always the message senders in these pairs.

logic provides a measure of protection by making these attacks
costly.

8 RELATEDWORK
The literature is rich of Mixnets proposals [3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 18, 25,
27, 36–38, 40, 49, 51, 61, 68, 70, 71]. Some works investigate the
detection and mitigation of active malicious mixes and combine it
with the Mixnet construction design. Dingledine and Syverson [23]
discuss how to build a mix cascade network through a reputation
system that decrements the reputation score of all nodes in a failed
cascade, and increments the reputation of nodes in a successful
cascade. It improves the reliability of mixnet and reduce the chance
that an adversary controls an entire cascade. However, some pitfalls
are introduced by the reputation system and the actual deployment
is still a complex problem. Leibowitz et al. propose Miranda [41],
another reputation-based design that detects and isolates active
malicious mixes. They also discuss how to construct the cascade
mixnet based on their faulty mixes detection scheme and a set of
cascades are selected randomly for the upcoming epoch. This design
relies on a fixed set of mixes and it is still challenging to deploy in
the real world.

Nym [17] stratified network is periodically constructed from
a large number of available mixes run by profit-motivated mix
operators, who are compensated for their investment with payment
in Nym’s cryptocurrency tokens. Nym’s design, is sketched out in a
whitepaper [18], presenting their solution to construct a Mixnet by
randomly selecting mixes weighted by mixes’ stake and randomly
placing them into layers. Nym uses a verifiable random function
(VRF) [46] to facilitate the features of decentralization in their
blockchain-based ecosystem.

Guirat and Diaz [28] investigate how to optimize the Mixnet
parameters for a continuous-time mix network, and focus on the
number of layers and the width of the network (i.e., the number of
nodes in each layer). They theoretically analyze the fully compro-
mised rate for a continuous-time mix network in a designated shape
and they mainly concentrate on optimizing the Mixnet parameters
using the Shannon entropy [20, 58, 60] as the guiding metric.

9 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the question of “how to shape the Mixnet
to strengthen the anytrust assumption?” and study the design of
Mixnet configuration and routing that limits the adversary’s power
to deanonymize traffic. We proposed Bow-Tie, an efficient novel
design for mix network engineering; we present the first thorough
security analysis of stratified Mixnet against reasonably realistic
adversaries; we develop the routesim simulator that can easily cal-
culate users’ expected deanonymized probability. In the future, we
will further explore the case with untrusted configuration server.
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A GUARD’S POSITION CONSIDERATIONS
In Section 4.2, we present the Guard idea for Continuous-time
mixnets which aims at reducing users’ exposure to malicious mixn-
odes. Choosing the position of the Guard in users’ path of length 𝐿

is an interesting question leading the following analysis:

• Choosing the last layer could allow a malicious guard to per-
form re-identification attacks based on prior knowledge. For
example, if the network is used to connect to user-dependent
destinations (Services, set of contacts), then the a priori

knowledge of this relation would reveal the identity of the
mixnetwork user.
• Choosing a layer in [2..𝐿−1] has the advantage, compared to

Tor, to not directly bind the long-lived guard to the user. That
is, discovering the identity of a user’s guard does not lead
directly to the user, i.e. the Guard’s ISP can not be compelled
to reveal the client IP addresses connecting to the guard relay.
Low-latency anonymity networks such as Tor cannot move
the guard’s position into some layer [2..𝐿−1] as their threat’s
model expect end-to-end traffic confirmation to succeed in
deanomymizing a user-destination relation. Therefore, for
a low-latency design, moving the guard to a layer [2..𝐿 −
1] would achieve nothing. We do not have this issue with
Continuous-time mix-networks.
• Choosing the first layer has a massive performance advan-

tage in continuous-time mix networks using Sphinx pack-
ets [15], the state of the art packet format specification for
Continuous-time mix networks. Indeed, currently, a full cryp-
tographic handshake is performed for each Sphinx packet,
which is needlessly costly when all packets are sent to the
same first node (the guard), and only one cryptographic
handshake for a determined session period would lead to
much lower performance impact.
One possible method is for clients to perform L-1 Sphinx pro-
cessing (for hops 2..𝐿) and 1 TLS processing for the first hop.
We do a small scale experiment for preliminary indicative
results. We compare the throughput of a Rust sphinx im-
plementation [50] with a AES-128-GCM openssl benchmark,
the most used cipher in TLS1.3, over 1024 bytes blocks. The
choice of 1024 bytes comes from the default Sphinx packet
size choice. Over a AMD Ryzen 7 3700X, we were able to
perform 8261 Sphinx unwrap/s for a payload of 1024 bytes.
With AES-128-GCM, we processed ≈ 500× more packets per
seconds. Moreover, TLS has a maximum payload size of
16KiB, which means that multiple sphinx packets can be
encrypted within the same record, leading to a performance
improvement of ≈ 600×, on average from our benchmarks.

Therefore, choosing the guard layer position is a trade-off be-
tween user anonymity and performance. Users’ anonymity benefits
from guards in layer [2..𝐿−1], while network performance benefits
from guard position in the first layer, and making the upper layer
of the onion encryption scheme being a TLS session instead of a
Sphinx encryption.

Our experimental analysis and results in this paper are indepen-
dent of the Guard’s position within user’s path. We leave choice of
trade-off to the implementer.

B EMAIL DATASET ETHICS
The University email dataset collection ethics application was filed
with the faculty’s ethics process (application #41564). This was
approved prior to the IT department initating the collection of
the data. Only select meta-data (from email headers) was collected
relevant to email sending patterns. All personal information in the
headers was pseudonymized before we were given access.
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C EMPIRICAL RESULTS OF RANDOM PATH
SELECTION

We evaluate the security and performance of Bow-Tie and reference
methods with random path selection using the metric of compro-
mised fraction of paths and expected queuing delay. Note that the
adversary’s best resource allocation policy under random path se-
lection is to inject as many malicious Mixnodes as possible, since
the quantity matters more than bandwidth. In our simulation, we
instantiate this best strategy as generating thousands of Mixnodes
with a minimum of 1 MBps, since there could be an infinite number
of malicious Mixnodes if we do not set a lower bound.
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Figure 10: Compromised fraction of paths using randompath
selection, 𝛼 = 0.2.

(1) Security evaluation. We set the compromised fraction of paths
𝐹𝑟 in a stratified 𝑙-layer Mixnet using random message forwarding
as

𝐹𝑟 =

𝑙∏
𝑖=1

Number of Malicious Mixnodes in Layer 𝑖
Number of Mixes in Layer 𝑖 . (4)

Figure 10a shows that, when ℎ = 0.75, BwRand limits the com-
promise rate between 5% and 9% with relatively higher security
guarantee in comparison to other methods. By looking at Figure 10b,
we also see that BwRand mitigates the adversary’s compromis-
ing power in a wide range of ℎ and provides the best protect
in this case. Therefore, BwRand coupled with a uniform path se-
lection may appear to be an interesting candidate. However, as
shown in Figure 10b, the best compromise rate that we can get
from BwRand&Random path selection (RPS) is around 1.89% with
ℎ = 0.35, which is comparable to the worst compromise rate that
we obtain from Bow-Tie&Bandwidth-weighted path selection (BPS)
is around 1.92% with ℎ = 0.35 (Figure 6b). Besides, BwRand&RPS
shows a dramatic increase as ℎ increase while Bow-Tie&BPS enjoys
a stable security level.

(2) Performance evaluation. Suppose there are 𝑛 nodes in one
layer, then the expected queuing time in random path selection
setting for this layer is:

𝑇𝑟 =

𝑛∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑛−1𝑢𝑖 (2 − 𝑛−1𝑢𝑖Λ)
2(1 − 𝑛−1𝑢𝑖Λ)

. (5)

Figure 11 shows the expected delay due to queuing for a message
going through the Mixnet with random path seleciton. Still, algo-
rithms that sample using bandwidth (i.e., BwRand and Bow-Tie)
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Figure 11: Expected queuing delay, with message arriving
rate Λ for the Mixnet based on random path selection.

achieve relatively low processing delay and outperform random
sampling schemes. However, the Mixnet takes more time to handle
handles one order of magnitude low message arrival rates than in
Bandwidth-weighted path selection.

D ADVERSARY RESOURCE ALLOCATION
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Figure 12: Fully compromised fraction versus bandwidth per
injected malicious node. The adversary controls 2280 MBps
bandwidth which is allocated to a number of equal-sizeMixn-
odes.

The results, displayed in Figure 12, show that the compromised
fraction of the adversary (Section 5.1) for different algorithms. The
optimal capacity sizes of Mixnodes that maximizes the compromis-
ing rate are aligned with the information shown in Figure 4 and
also confirms our choices of best resource allocation strategy (in
Section 5.3).
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E ALGORITHMS

Algorithm 1: Configuring Non-guard Layers
Input: candidate mix pool excludes guard nodes 𝑃 ′ = 𝑃 −𝐺 ;

sampling fraction ℎ.
Output: configured two layers 𝐿𝑙 , 𝐿𝑟 for upcoming epoch 𝑖 .

1 𝐿𝑙 , 𝐿𝑟 ←− ∅
2 𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 ←− sample 2

3ℎ ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑤 Mixnodes uniformly from 𝑃 ′

3 𝑛 ←− |𝑃𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 | // Binpacking placement starts

4 𝑊 ←− ∅
5 for 𝑗 ←− 0 to n do // Prepare weights for ILP

6 𝑊 ←−𝑊 ∪ 𝑏 𝑗

7 𝑐 ←− ( ℎ3 + 𝜖 ) ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑤 // Expected capacity for each layer

8 𝑙 ←− 2 // Number of projected layers

9 𝐿𝑙 , 𝐿𝑟 ←− 𝐼𝐿𝑃 (𝑊, 𝑙, 𝑐 )
10 return 𝐿𝑙 , 𝐿𝑟

Algorithm 2: Configuring Guard Layer
Input: candidate mix pool 𝑃 with 𝑃𝑏𝑤 bandwidth; sampling

fraction ℎ; tolerance fraction 𝜏 .
Output: configured guard layer 𝐿𝑔 for upcoming epoch 𝑖; updated

guard set 𝐺 .
1 if first call then // Initialize the guard layer

2 Sample ℎ
3 ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑤 nodes from 𝑃 , weighted by bandwidth, as a set

𝐴𝐺

3 Sample 𝜏 ∗ ℎ
3 ∗ 𝑃𝑏𝑤 nodes from 𝑃 − 𝐴𝐺 , weighted by

bandwidth, as a set 𝐵𝐺
4 𝐺 ←− 𝐴𝐺 ∪ 𝐵𝐺 // Give nodes in 𝐴𝐺 and 𝐵𝐺 a common

label 𝐺

5 Place all 𝐴𝐺 nodes into guard layer 𝐿𝑔
6 foreach 𝑎𝑔 in 𝐴𝐺 do
7 𝑡𝐴𝐺 ←− 1 // Track working time as a guard

8 return 𝐿𝑔 , 𝐺
9 else // Maintain the guard layer

10 Update Mixnodes on/off status
11 Update Mixnodes stability metric
12 𝐺, 𝐷𝐺 ←− MaintainGuardSet(𝐺)

13 foreach 𝑔 in𝐺 − 𝐷𝐺 do
14 if 𝑡𝐴𝐺 > 0 then // Inherit old online 𝑎𝑔

15

16 Move node 𝑔 to 𝐴𝐺

17 𝐵𝐺 ←− 𝐺 − 𝐷𝐺 − 𝐴𝐺

18 𝛿 ←− TotalBw (𝐴𝐺 ) − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤
19 if 𝛿 < 0 then // Insufficient 𝑎𝑔

20 𝐴𝐺 + = BSSample(𝐵𝐺 , |𝛿 |) // Add |𝛿 | nodes from 𝐵𝐺

21 Place all 𝐴𝐺 nodes into guard layer 𝐿𝑔
22 foreach 𝑎𝑔 in 𝐴𝐺 do
23 update 𝑡𝐴𝐺 // Track working time as a guard

24 return 𝐿𝑔 , 𝐺
25 Function MaintainGuardSet(𝐺):
26 Gather offline nodes in 𝐺 to a subset 𝐷𝐺
27 𝛿𝑙 ←− TotalBw(𝐺 − 𝐷𝐺) − 𝑇𝑙𝑜𝑤
28 𝛿ℎ ←− TotalBw(𝐺 − 𝐷𝐺) − 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ
29 if 𝛿𝑙 < 0 then // Too few online guards.

30 𝐺 + = BSSample(𝑃 −𝐺 , min { |𝛿𝑙 | , TotalBw(𝑃 −𝐺)})
31 else if 𝛿ℎ > 0 then// Too many online guards

32 𝑆 ←− {𝑔 with 𝑡𝐴𝐺 = 0}
33 𝐺 − = IBSSample(𝑆 , min { |𝛿ℎ | , TotalBw(S)})
34 if Every 𝑝 epoch then // Periodically guard elimination.

35 𝐷𝐺 − = {𝑑𝑔 with stability < lowerbound}
36 return𝐺,𝐷𝐺

37 Function BSSample(𝑇 , 𝑘):
38 Normalize WMTBF to 0 − 1 scale as stability for nodes in𝑇

39 Sort all nodes by bw×stability in descending order
40 𝑆 ←− Mixnodes that add up to min {𝑘, TotalBw(T)}

bandwidth in order
41 𝑇 − =𝑆

42 return 𝑆

43 Note: function IBSSample() is the same as BSSample() except
sorting all nodes in an inverse order.
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